SYNCLINE - Showing troughline; arrow shows direction of plunge; dashed where approximately concealed

ANTICLINE - Showing crestline; arrow shows direction of plunge; dashed where approximately concealed

SYMBOLS

1. Number on map corresponds to list of wells
2. Gas well
3. Dry hole, abandoned
4. Vertical beds, facing direction unknown

INDEX TO QUADRANGLES AND CROSS SECTIONS

GEOLOGIC MAP OF THE RED OAK 7 1/2 QUADRANGLE, LATIMER COUNTY, OKLAHOMA
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LIST OF WELLS SPUNED BEFORE JANUARY 1, 1990

1. JMC Exploration Inc. 3 Oxley, Spud 7/5/88, TD 12,306'
2. Unknown
3. Anadarko 1-35 Judd
4. Mustang 1-35 Judd
5. Fourche Maline
6. Brazil Creek
7. Pecos
8. Carter
9. Hidden Valley
10. Blue Ridge
11. Lower Timpson
12. Pitman
13. Timpson
14. Sisson
15. Forgotten Valley
16. Yellville Valley
17. Amoco Production Co. 2 Rider Unit, Spud 10/2/86, TD 11,852'
18. Unknown
19. Anadarko 1-15
20. Unknown
21. Hidden Valley
22. Timpson
23. Sisson
24. JMC Exploration Inc. 3 Oxley, Spud 7/5/88, TD 12,306'
25. Unknown
26. Carter
27. Pecos
28. Blue Ridge
29. Lower Timpson
30. Pitman
31. Timpson
32. Forgotten Valley
33. Yellville Valley
34. Sisson
35. JMC Exploration Inc. 3 Oxley, Spud 7/5/88, TD 12,306'
36. Unknown
37. Anadarko 1-15
38. Unknown
39. Carter
40. Pecos
41. Blue Ridge
42. Lower Timpson
43. Pitman
44. Timpson
45. Forgotten Valley
46. Yellville Valley
47. Sisson
48. JMC Exploration Inc. 3 Oxley, Spud 7/5/88, TD 12,306'
49. Unknown
50. Anadarko 1-15
51. Unknown
52. Carter
53. Pecos
54. Blue Ridge
55. Lower Timpson
56. Pitman
57. Timpson
58. Forgotten Valley
59. Yellville Valley
60. Sisson
61. JMC Exploration Inc. 3 Oxley, Spud 7/5/88, TD 12,306'
62. Unknown
63. Anadarko 1-15
64. Unknown
65. Carter
66. Pecos
67. Blue Ridge
68. Lower Timpson
69. Pitman
70. Timpson
71. Forgotten Valley
72. Yellville Valley
73. Sisson